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The Origin of Capitalism
2016-02-01

capitalism is not a natural and inevitable consequence of human nature nor is it simply an extension
of age old practices of trade and commerce in this original and provocative book ellen meiksins wood
reminds us that capitalism is not a natural and inevitable consequence of human nature nor is it
simply an extension of age old practices of trade and commerce rather it is a late and localized
product of very specific historical conditions which required great transformations in social relations
and in the human interaction with nature this new edition is substantially revised and expanded with
extensive new material on imperialism anti eurocentric history capitalism and the nation state and
the differences between capitalism and non capitalist commerce the author traces links between the
origin of capitalism and contemporary conditions such as globalization ecological degradation and the
current agricultural crisis

The Corruption of Capitalism
2021-05-06

politicians financiers and bureaucrats claim to believe in free competitive markets yet they have built
the most unfree market system ever created in this gilded age income is funnelled to the owners of
property financial physical and intellectual at the expense of society wages stagnate as labour
markets are transformed by outsourcing automation and the on demand economy generating more
rental income while broadening the precariat now fully updated with an introduction examining the
systemic issues exposed by brexit and covid 19 the corruption of capitalism argues that rentier
capitalism is fostering revolt and presents a new income distribution system that would achieve the
extinction of the rentier while encouraging sustainable growth

The Spirit of Capitalism
2009-06-30

the spirit of capitalism answers a fundamental question of economics a question neither economists
nor economic historians have been able to answer what are the reasons rather than just the
conditions for sustained economic growth taking her title from max weber s famous study on the
same subject liah greenfeld focuses on the problem of motivation behind the epochal change in
behavior which from the sixteenth century on has reoriented one economy after another from
subsistence to profit transforming the nature of economic activity a detailed analysis of the
development of economic consciousness in england the netherlands france germany japan and the
united states allows her to argue that the motivation or spirit behind the modern growth oriented
economy was not the liberation of the rational economic actor but rather nationalism nationalism
committed masses of people to an endless race for national prestige and thus brought into being the
phenomenon of economic competitiveness nowhere has economic activity been further removed from
the rational calculation of costs than in the united states where the economy has come to be
perceived as the end all of political life and the determinant of all social progress american economic
civilization spurs the nation on to ever greater economic achievement but it turns americans into
workaholics unsure of the purpose of their pursuits and leads american statesmen to exaggerate the
weight of economic concerns in foreign policy often to the detriment of american political influence
and the confusion of the rest of the world
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Foretelling the End of Capitalism
2020-05-12

intellectuals since the industrial revolution have been obsessed with whether when and why
capitalism will collapse this riveting account of two centuries of failed forecasts of doom reveals the
key to capitalism s durability prophecies about the end of capitalism are as old as capitalism itself
none have come true yet whether out of hope or fear we keep looking for harbingers of doom in
foretelling the end of capitalism francesco boldizzoni gets to the root of the human need to imagine a
different and better world and offers a compelling solution to the puzzle of why capitalism has been
able to survive so many shocks and setbacks capitalism entered the twenty first century triumphant
its communist rival consigned to the past but the great recession and worsening inequality have
undermined faith in its stability and revived questions about its long term prospects is capitalism on
its way out if so what might replace it and if it does endure how will it cope with future social and
environmental crises and the inevitable costs of creative destruction boldizzoni shows that these and
other questions have stood at the heart of much analysis and speculation from the early socialists and
karl marx to the occupy movement capitalism has survived predictions of its demise not as many
think because of its economic efficiency or any intrinsic virtues of markets but because it is ingrained
in the hierarchical and individualistic structure of modern western societies foretelling the end of
capitalism takes us on a fascinating journey through two centuries of unfulfilled prophecies an
intellectual tour de force and a plea for political action it will change our understanding of the
economic system that determines the fabric of our lives

The Basic Theory of Capitalism
1988

beginning with a clear cut review of the major economic schools this book systematically studies the
strengths and weaknesses in marx s capital proposes original solutions to the issues of value labor
and crises the author thus provides an insight into the basic character of capitalism and its superficial
forms and social substance

Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism
2010-08-26

vladimir lenin created this hugely significant marxist text to explain fully the inevitable flaws and
destructive power of capitalism that it would lead unavoidably to imperialism monopolies and
colonialism he prophesied that those third world countries used merely as capitalist labour would
have no choice but to join the communist revolution in russia great ideas throughout history some
books have changed the world they have transformed the way we see ourselves and each other they
have inspired debate dissent war and revolution they have enlightened outraged provoked and
comforted they have enriched lives and destroyed them now penguin brings you the works of the
great thinkers pioneers radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us
who we are

The Essence of Capitalism
2003

the author presents the coca cola corporation as a paradigm of the modern market economy he
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shows how the corporation brilliantly adapted itself to the changing social and economic conditions of
the u s and how it used its powers to influence the world around it

The Virtues of Capitalism
2004

the virtues of capitalism lays the foundation of his views and theories of capitalism and its
alternatives the first part corrigible capitalism incorrigible socialism was first published in 1980 it
explains why seldon believes private enterprise is imperfect but redeemable but the state economy
promises the earth and ends in coercion to conceal its incurable failure the second part capitalism is
widely considered to be seldon s finest work originally published in 1990 by basil blackwell of oxford it
is the winner of the 1991 antony fisher award from the atlas economic research foundation this book
covers a wide range of the classical liberal thought that inspired the movement toward free market
reforms in great britain and intellectually opposed the collectivist tide of socialism in an
understandable and eloquent manner seldon offers capitalism as a celebration rather than a defense
of classical liberalism through his analytical commentaries seldon chronicles the economic and social
history of the western world throughout the 20th century noting the intoxicating yet detrimental
effects of collectivism along the way he builds a powerfully compelling case why government should
economically confine itself to the delivery of essential public goods throughout the book he proposes
free market alternatives to socialist models of government many of which still plague the economies
of the world arthur seldon has been writing on classical liberal economics since the 1930s when he
was a student at the london school of economics during friedrich hayek s time there for over thirty
years from the late 1950s he was editorial director of the london based institute of economic affairs
where his publishing program was one of the principal influences on governments all around the
world persuading them to liberalize their economies his collected works in these seven volumes are a
major contribution to classical liberal thought colin robinson was a business economist for eleven
years he was then appointed to the chair of economics at the university of surrey guildford united
kingdom where he founded the department of economics and is now emeritus professor he is the
author of 23 books and over 150 scholarly articles and has edited many other books for many years
he has been associated with the institute of economic affairs and from 1992 to 2002 he was the iea s
editorial director

The Pristine Culture of Capitalism
1991-12-17

capitalism was born in england yet the dominant western conceptions of modernity have come from
elsewhere notably from france the historical model of bourgeois society in this lively and wide ranging
book ellen meiksins wood argues that what is supposed to have epitomized bourgeois modernity
especially the emergence of a modern state and political culture in continental europe signalled the
persistence of precapitalist social property relations conversely the absence of a modern state and
political discourse in england testified to the presence of a well developed capitalism the fundamental
flaws in the british economy are not just the symptoms of arrested development but the
contradictions of the capitalist system itself britain today wood maintains is the most thoroughly
capitalist culture in europe weaving together economic and political history with the history of ideas
wood ranges across a broad spectrum of current debates from the nairn anderson theses to the
contribution of j c d clark and alan macfarlane and over a wide variety of topics the development of
british capitalism and french absolutism the state the nation and their symbolic representations
revolution and tradition the cultural patterns of english speech urbanism ruralism and the landscape
garden ideas of sovereignty democracy property and progress this book will be as interesting and
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provocative to observers of contemporary capitalism as to historians of early modern europe or
western political thought

Sovereign Individuals of Capitalism (RLE Social Theory)
2014-08-21

in this sequel to their acclaimed the dominant ideology thesis the authors develop their analysis of
the social and cultural underpinnings of modern capitalism they confront a central assumption of
western culture namely that the individual is sovereign and that capitalism above all other economic
forms depends on individualism these ideas have an unbroken history from alexis de tocqueville to
milton friedman the paradox of the modern world is that the moral emphasis on the individual is
contradicted by the actual organization of economy and society the authors suggest that
individualism and capitalism have no enduring or necessary relationship their linkage is entirely
accidental and was confined to one particular historical period in the west against the background of
what they term the discovery of the individual the authors show how individualism gave capitalism a
particular shape and capitalism in turn highlighted the possessive features of the individual oriental
capitalism and late capitalism in the west bear no particular relationship to individualism indeed they
flourish best in the absence of individualistic culture collectivism increasingly dominates both
economic and social life these issues once informed the sociological enterprise but have not been
systematically addressed in recent times this book revives the classical tradition of the historical and
comparative analysis of culture and economy in capitalist society in the context of the late twentieth
century world

The Subtle Anatomy of Capitalism
1977

papers presented at a conference sponsored by the liberty fund held in freiburg germany in feb 1981
includes bibliographical references and index

Philosophical and Economic Foundations of Capitalism
1983

an introductory and analytical look into the essence of marxian economics that begins the processof
divorcing marxian economics from stalinism

Marx and the Meaning of Capitalism
2016-04-30

how did the united states become the twentieth century s dominant economy what is special about
america and the american way of capitalism that favoured such a rapid climb to wealth and power
and as the old postwar certainties begin to crumble is the climax of american capitalism already over
these are the themes addressed in this engrossing book which gives a chronological analytical
account of the american economy from the late nineteenth century to the end of the reagan era and
beyond
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The Climax of Capitalism
2014-01-14

myths of capitalism shows that tenets of the capitalist belief system the sanctity of private property
the social benefits of profit etc do not hold up under empirical scrutiny it also addresses seminal
issues such as enforced scarcity resulting from technological advances in production the historically
unique and unsustainable separation of political and economic systems resulting from the 18th
century democratic revolutions the ruling class drive to replace democratic government with a global
plutocracy and increased democratic participation as the only route to systemic change a
comprehensive primer on the capitalist system written in layman s language and non polemical this is
a book for everyone including students of economics and political science

Myths of Capitalism
2014-08-14

in this study eric mielants provides a novel interdisciplinary interpretation of the origins of modernity
and capitalism in particular he argues that contrary to popular thinking the rise of the west should not
be analyzed in terms of the industrial revolution or the colonization of the new world but viewed from
long term developments that occurred in the middle ages a fascinating overview of different
civilizations in east asia south asia and northwestern africa is provided and systematically compared
and contrasted with western europe this book addresses some of the major debates that have
recently unfolded in world history comparative sociology political economy sociological theory and
historical sociology mielants indicates how many existing theories such as marxism world systems
theory and smithian modernization theory have suffered from either eurocentric or limited temporal
and spatial analyses which prevents them from a complete understanding of why the origins of
capitalism and citizenship emerged in western europe

The Origins of Capitalism and the "Rise of the West"
2008-03-15

invented in post industrial 19th century europe the idea of capitalism originally sought to describe
and explain the distinctive characteristics of an emerging modern world since then capitalism has
served to identify an economic system a particular social structure and a set of cultural values and
mental attitudes the subject of continuous debate among scholars for more than a century capitalism
has been accorded so many definitions it is now virtually meaningless depending upon the interpreter
capitalism is synonymous with the market economy the division of labor credit creation economic
concentration social polarization class formation the decline of kinship and community patriarchy
property rights contracts acquisitiveness the work ethic conspicuous consumption individualism and
entrepreneurship noted economic historian richard grassby investigates the origins and evolution of
the idea of capitalism to illustrate for readers the true nature merits and the future of capitalism
grassby examines its numerous and often conflicting definitions and he tests alternative models of
capitalism against the historical record to establish when where how and why modern economies and
societies emerged although grassby argues that capitalism is a concept with diminished explanatory
power he shows the influence of this powerful idea on the formation of the world we live in this is
required reading for classes on world history modern european history and economic history
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The Idea of Capitalism before the Industrial Revolution
1999-10-13

the myth of capitalism tells the story of how america has gone from an open competitive marketplace
to an economy where a few very powerful companies dominate key industries that affect our daily
lives digital monopolies like google facebook and amazon act as gatekeepers to the digital world
amazon is capturing almost all online shopping dollars we have the illusion of choice but for most
critical decisions we have only one or two companies when it comes to high speed internet health
insurance medical care mortgage title insurance social networks internet searches or even consumer
goods like toothpaste every day the average american transfers a little of their pay check to
monopolists and oligopolists the solution is vigorous anti trust enforcement to return america to a
period where competition created higher economic growth more jobs higher wages and a level
playing field for all the myth of capitalism is the story of industrial concentration but it matters to
everyone because the stakes could not be higher it tackles the big questions of why is the us
becoming a more unequal society why is economic growth anemic despite trillions of dollars of federal
debt and money printing why the number of start ups has declined and why are workers losing out

The Myth of Capitalism
2023-04-25

an essential primer on capitalism politics and how the world works based on the hugely popular
undergraduate lecture series what is politics is there an alternative to capitalism in this landmark text
chomsky and waterstone chart a critical map for a more just and sustainable society covid 19 has
revealed glaring failures and monstrous brutalities in the current capitalist system it represents both a
crisis and an opportunity everything depends on the actions that people take into their own hands
how does politics shape our world our lives and our perceptions how much of common sense is
actually driven by the ruling classes needs and interests and how are we to challenge the capitalist
structures that now threaten all life on the planet consequences of capitalism exposes the deep often
unseen connections between neoliberal common sense and structural power in making these linkages
we see how the current hegemony keeps social justice movements divided and marginalized and
most importantly we see how we can fight to overcome these divisions

The Essence of Capitalism
2001

lists recent events that identify serious flaws in american capitalism noting the price of affluence on
families and the environment calling for a realignment of power and sharing examples of beneficial
corporate practices

Consequences of Capitalism
2021-01-05

the market has failed we need more government intervention that s the mantra politicians the media
and intellectuals have been reiterating constantly ever since the outbreak of the 2008 financial crisis
by taking the reader on a journey across continents and through recent history rainer zitelmann
disproves this call for greater government intervention and demonstrates that capitalism matters
more than ever the author provides compelling evidence from across the world that capitalism has
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been the solution to a number of massive problems he compares developments in west and east
germany north and south korea capitalist chile v socialist venezuela and analyses the extraordinary
economic rise of china for many people capitalism is a dirty word this book provides a timely reminder
of capitalism s power is enabling growth and prosperity and is alleviating poverty

The Soul of Capitalism
2003

in this provocative study economist ernesto screpanti argues that imperialism far from disappearing
or mutating into a benign globalization has in fact entered a new phase which he terms global
imperialism this is a phase defined by multinational firms cut loose from the nation state framework
and free to chase profits over the entire surface of the globe no longer dependent on nation states for
building a political consensus that accommodates capital accumulation these firms seek to bend
governments to their will and destroy barriers to the free movement of capital and while military force
continues to play an important role in imperial strategy it is the discipline of the global market that
keeps workers in check by pitting them against each other no matter what their national origin this is
a world in which the so called labor aristocracies of the rich nations are demolished the power of
states to enforce checks on capital is sapped and global firms are free to pursue their monomaniacal
quest for profits unfettered by national allegiance screpanti delves into the inner workings of global
imperialism explaining how it is different from past forms of imperialism how the global distribution of
wages is changing and why multinational firms have strained to break free of national markets he
sees global imperialism as a developing process one with no certain outcome but one thing is clear
when economic crises become opportunities to discipline workers and when economic policies are
imposed through increasingly authoritarian measures the vision of a democratic and humane world is
what is ultimately at stake

The Power of Capitalism
2018-11-08

cites america s economic trouble spots while charting a course for surviving and maintaining global
leadership in the years to come

The Spirit of Capitalism and Long-run Growth
1932

in one of the true classics of twentieth century political economy r h tawney addresses the question of
how religion has affected social and economic practices he tracks the influence of religious thought on
capitalist economy and ideology since the middle ages shedding light on the question of why
christianity continues to exert a unique role in the marketplace in so doing the book offers an incisive
analysis of the morals and mores of contemporary western culture religion and the rise of capitalism
is more pertinent now than ever as today the dividing line between the spheres of religion and secular
business is shifting blending ethical considerations with the motivations of the marketplace

The Crisis of Capitalism in America
2014-06-16

this study of the rise and fall of capitalism includes chapters on the origins of modern economic
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progress state and society in the age of mercantilism the triumph of fascism and the failure of the
proletarian counter culture and the demise of meaningful democracy and competition

Global Imperialism and the Great Crisis
1997

this book contains another set of essays dealing with the fundamental economic problems of our time
inequality environment degradation and social disorder which are analyzed in light of the unified
theory of capitalism this theory is a scientific endeavor that seeks to explain the capitalist system
taken by parts and then taken as a whole as a unified theory by parts the theory analyzes the first
world and the third world and also the short run long run and very long run economic processes
showing why and how economic growth has led to a new epoch with ecological equilibrium disruption
known as the anthropocene age the empirical predictions of the theory are proven to be consistent
with the available facts therefore the theory can be accepted as a good representation of the real
world capitalism moreover its derived causality relations become inputs for the debate on the needed
science based policies for the new age indeed this book proposes structural policies to change the
way capitalism operates through changes in its basic institutions mainly the electoral democracy
which would certainly imply a re foundation of the capitalist system

The Future of Capitalism
1926

henry heller s short account of the history of capitalism combines marx s economic and political
thought with contemporary scholarship to shed light on the current capitalist crisis it argues that
capitalism is an evolving mode of production that has now outgrown its institutional and political
limits the book provides an overview of the different historical stages of capitalism underpinned by
accessible discussions of its theoretical foundations heller shows that capitalism has always been a
double edged sword on one hand advancing humanity and on the other harming traditional societies
and our natural environment he makes the case that capitalism has now become self destructive and
that our current era of neoliberalism may trigger a transition to a democratic and ecologically aware
form of socialism

Religion and the Rise of Capitalism
1991

this book addresses core questions about the nature and structure of contemporary capitalism and
the social dynamics and countervailing forces that shape modern life from a robust and self
consciously sociological framework it analyzes and interrogates such issues as the nature of the social
the power of the sacred the nature of authority the problem of representation reification alienation
utopia and collective resistance historical materialism reveals that the scope of productive functions
is broader than the crude realism of economism marx s critical theory of the commodity and his
analysis of the capitalist regime of accumulation remain as vital as ever and serve as a guiding light
for the continued exploration of the philosophical underpinnings of critical inquiry and praxis

The Rise and Fall of Capitalism
2023-10-29
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this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work

The Quality of Society, Volume III
2018-08-06

how did the dynamic economic system we know as capitalism develop among the peasants and lords
of feudal europe in the origin of capitalism a now classic work of history ellen meiksins wood offers a
clear and accessible introduction to the theories and debates concerning the birth of capitalism
imperialism and the modern nation state capitalism is not a natural and inevitable consequence of
human nature nor simply an extension of age old practices of trade and commerce rather it is a late
and localized product of very specific historical conditions which required great transformations in
social relations and in the relationship between humans and nature

A Marxist History of Capitalism
2016-11-25

from thomas piketty to david harvey scholars are increasingly questioning whether we are entering
into a post capitalist era if so does this new epoch signal the failure of capitalism and emergence of
alternative systems or does it mark the ultimate triumph of capitalism as it evolves into an
unstoppable entity that takes new forms as it engulfs its opposition after capitalism brings together
leading scholars from across the academy to offer competing perspectives on capitalism s past
incarnations present conditions and possible futures some contributors reassess classic theorizations
of capitalism in light of recent trends including real estate bubbles debt relief protests and the rise of
a global creditocracy others examine marx s writings unemployment hoarding capitalist realism and
coyote trickster capitalism among many other topics media and design trends locate the key
ideologies of the current economic moment with authors considering everything from the austerity
aesthetics of reality tv to the seductive smoothness of liquid crystal even as it draws momentous
conclusions about global economic phenomena after capitalism also pays close attention to locales as
varied as cuba india and latvia examining the very different ways that economic conditions have
affected the relationship between the state and its citizens collectively these essays raise provocative
questions about how we should imagine capitalism in the twenty first century will capitalism like all
economic systems come to an end or does there exist in history or elsewhere a hidden world that is
already post capitalist offering alternative possibilities for thought and action

The Social Ontology of Capitalism
2009-05

the first volume of the cambridge history of capitalism provides a comprehensive account of the
evolution of capitalism from its earliest beginnings starting with its distant origins in ancient babylon
successive chapters trace progression up to the promised land of capitalism in america adopting a
wide geographical coverage and comparative perspective the international team of authors discuss
the contributions of greek roman and asian civilizations to the development of capitalism as well as
the chinese indian and arab empires they determine what features of modern capitalism were present
at each time and place and why the various precursors of capitalism did not survive looking at the
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eventual success of medieval europe and the examples of city states in northern italy and the low
countries the authors address how british mercantilism led to european imitations and american
successes and ultimately how capitalism became global

The Case for Capitalism (1920)
2021

to guide us all through the three star disasters of the bush years i can think of no better pilot
alexander cockburn counterpunch

The Origin of Capitalism
2016-07-05

this left wing view of capitalism explores how the history of the past 500 years of western civilization
has been driven by a singular obsession the accumulation of ever more wealth this drive has been
detrimental to the population at large despite the relative comfort the relatively small and shrinking
middle class experiences and the opulent luxury the top 1 basks in reminiscent of howard zinn s a
people history of the united states veera s leftist economic perspective poses a powerful question
what should society s appropriate response be to pathological greed an economic coup d etes of
america the collateral damage of millions of extinct species and vanishing rainforests the genocide of
non western civilization and ancient ways of life all in the name of profit nazi capitalism rotten eggs
exploiting the capitalist system a people s history of capitalism is the story of the world capitalists
have built for us how things came to be this way and what if anything we can do about it veera shines
an unorthodox light on many things you thought you knew about western civilization and a few you
probably didn t capitalism has claimed it s our way or the highway for too long now mercilessly
slaughtering every civilization in its path for the past 500 years fueled by greed and petrolium the
capitalist system may collapse under the weight of its own pyramid schemes or be finished off by the
end of cheap oil the lessons veera teaches us here are ones we should already know from history but
have forgotten understanding them now will prove crucial over next few pivotal years

After Capitalism
2015-09-24

capitalism is a system that can stand on its own attainments says john chamberlain and he offers
here a fast paced provocative look at the intellectual forces and practical accomplishments that have
created american capitalism in clear unequivocal language he discusses the ideas responsible for our
economic institutions the originators of these ideas and the times in which they first became
important the political theories of the men who hammered out the magna carta and the declaration of
independence the thinking of john locke james madison and adam smith the deeds and discoveries of
the james watts eli whitneys and henry fords all these diverse elements are shown to be part of the
tradition of a free society in which american capitalism has grown and flourished a unique blend of
political and economic theory and the practical accomplishments of businessmen and innovators the
roots of capitalism provides valuable insights into the ideas underlying the free economy john
chamberlain is an editor and journalist
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The Cambridge History of Capitalism: Volume 1, The Rise of
Capitalism: From Ancient Origins to 1848
1996

henryk grossman is a name most socialists or students of political and social theory let alone the
mass of working people around the world have probably never heard of yet grossman a polish jew
born in 1881 deserves recognition as the most sophisticated defender of karl marx s theory of
capitalism s inevitable collapse with capitalism sinking into its deepest ever crisis grossman s
neglected work must be revisited and popularised is capitalism entering its final breakdown

Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitalism
2012-05-07

A People's History of Capitalism
2011

The Birth of Capitalism
1976

The Roots of Capitalism
2022-05-27

The End of Capitalism
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